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wife. Even though it was only a short five years that
we had together, we cherished and loved each other
deeply.

In Memory of Cindy M. Green (Kiser)
2-4-1965 to 7-2-1993

FOREWORD
In this series of four books, you will embark into
a journey that will unlock the deepest spiritual
understanding of who we are in this vast life that we
are part of. Since 1968, Kiazer has brought forth
several questions, including but not limited to: Have
we lived before? Along with who are we as human
beings along with our duality of a spirit / soul being
that co-exists within us? Is there other life amongst
the countless numbers of stars? Kiazer has delved
deep into these and many other questions in his
search for the truth of our existence, in the vast
universe we all live in.
At this time of August of 1987, Kiazer had
decided to tell his experiences of his journeys that
started in the summer of June 1968.
Michael was born on April 21, 1966, and he
experienced a horrific event in June 1968. This
brought forth a highly evolved being of pure energy
named Kiazer. This started a physical journey unlike
any other that Kiazer had ever experienced before.
Kiazer traveled his unique path into this quest of
spiritual reawakening and learning who he is and
what life consists of. He uncovers the answers to

these questions and much more.

This reawakening involves our next step in
human evolution, going from our third dimensional
existence into the fourth and fifth dimensional
existence, as we learn to claim who we are as human
beings, along with a spirit /soul being that co-exist
within us for their own experiences, which are set
apart for our experiences.
As the Earth, is making Her quantum leap into
the next existence, I ask you, “Are you ready to
make your leap with Her to a new beginning?”
It is time for all to learn who we are. A new
beginning is in front of all of us.
I hope you gain the understanding of the
knowledge that has been kept away from you for over
twelve thousand years. When you are finished reading
this series of books, I hope you will have a wider view
on a part of life that has been somewhat of a large
mystery and that is not fully understood. I hope you
will grow in knowledge of understanding the universal
language of the true knowledge of life, as Kiazer has
come to unlock the knowledge that is within all of us.

Preface
This is a true story about the journey of
Michael (Kiazer) as he embarks upon the journey of
universal knowledge travels down his path of destiny,
which started back in the summer of 1968 when he
was two years old. He had no concept of what he
would be getting into at that time. He was drawn to
learning the truth of our existence which, at that time;
Michael had thought was common knowledge to all
who live on Earth. While the years went by, Michael
learned that the knowledge he had was not common
knowledge. Nevertheless, this did not keep Michael
from continuing to learn the knowledge of the origin
of life that he was becoming aware of.
The years passed and Michael delved deeper
and deeper into the forbidden knowledge that had
been, and still are considered forbidden by the world
religions highest caretakers of the many religions of
Earth’s belief systems. These caretakers decided to
keep this ‘True Knowledge’ about our existence and
of the many off world beings and these beings
knowledge about life, hidden from all.

In the early fall of 1968, Michael began to
reawaken his knowledge within him, which consisted
of the off-world beings and the multi-dimensional
worlds that exist around the earth. This reawakening
began the removal of the ‘veils of illusions’ and
Michael came to realize that there are many, many
veils. In addition, by the summer of 1977, he found
himself drawn to continue on his path of destiny of
discovering who he was to become, as his future
became his present.
These are the journals of Michael’s journeys as
he reawakens the knowledge, which has been
forbidden for anyone to delve deep into and to learn,
what all those religious caretakers consider forbidden
for all to look into or even to ask questions about.
Journey with Michael as he helps to remove the
‘veils of illusion’ that have been placed upon the
human civilizations for many, many eons. Within
these journeys all of you will understand the dynamics
of your physical being and of your spirit / soul being,
with a completely new awareness of the universal
knowledge of yourselves.

View the star maps drawings on the next 2 pages.

CHAPTER 1
The Journey Begins

At the last half of the twentieth century and
before the beginning of the second millennium, there
are several highly evolved beings choosing to reincarnate at this time. This is one story of one of
those beings that had returned to help the civilizations
of Earth to evolve spiritually and to learn of the truth
of what had been kept in most secrecy by all the
religions of Earth. On the eastern region of the
continent of North America, in the city of Elmira,
New York, on the eastern region, nestled in a valley
surrounded by rolling hills, on April 21, 1966 about
5:30 p.m., a male being named Michael was born to,
Judy and Garry. Little did they know of Michael’s life
path, that the physical being of Michael had chosen to
experience on this physical plane of Earth at this time.
Sometime around two years and two months
later, around the morning of June 18, 1968, Michael’s
mom was taking care of his little sister Tammy who
was about three months old, Michael mentions to his
mother, “mom… I am not feeling good.” So his
mother Judy told Michael in a soothing voice, “Go on
up to your room and lay down and rest for a while,

and come down when you want!”. Michael went
upstairs to his room and rested for a while.
After about four and a half hours of resting,
around 2:15 p.m. Michael decided to get up and go
downstairs to where his mother and sister are. Michael
stood up from his bed, made his way to the stairs,
took one step down the stairs, and tumbled down
thirteen steps to the bottom. A loud crashing noise of
glass was heard and Michael’s mom looks over to the
steps, she could see from the chair that she was sitting
in that Mike’s head was sticking out through the glass
door. Judy said in a frantic voice, “Oh my God!”. Judy
jumped up from the chair and ran over to the closed
door that closes the downstairs from the upstairs.
Michael’s head was sticking through the glass door
that was shut with Mike on the other side. Judy began
to have tears, and she was fearful as she looked
around the floor and had noticed how Michael’s head
was in the door. She ran to Michael and she saw that
the glass around his neck was like daggers all the way
around his neck. All of the glass shards were about a
half inch or less and Judy said to Michael, with fear,
“Stay still… And try not to move.” Michael was on his
hands and knees on the steps with his head sticking
through the closed door. Judy took a few steps into
the kitchen, grabbed a towel, and tried to put the
towel between the glass shards and Michael’s neck.
Then Michael’s Mom mentions to Michael with fear,
“Stay still. I’m going to get help…” Then Judy ran out
the front door with fear, in her voice, yelling for Ida
from next door to come out and help, “IDA… Ida…
call for help Mike’s head is sticking through the glass
door and the door is shut…”

About 2:30 p.m., with-in seconds of Judy
running outside for help, Michael’s arms gave away
and Michael died within seconds. Seconds after
Michael had died… time had stopped.
Michael’s body was removed from the glass
door and all the blood was cleaned from the glass
door, by the means of teleportation by a clocked
starship that was in the area. And another being
named Kiazer Wilhelm was on board of this ship. He
was similar in appearance and age to Michael, he was
then teleported into Michael’s place of having his head
placed into the glass door, like Michael was seconds
ago. Then time started again. Judy ran back inside, and
checked on Tammy, Michael’s four-month-old sister.
Judy noticed that Tammy was still asleep during all of
this, and then Judy went back over to where Michael
was. Judy still with fear in her voice mentioned to
Michael, “Your still alright, Ida is calling and getting
help.” Two minutes later Ida came over and watched
Tammy. With in another two minutes, Del, Ida’s
Husband shows up first. He worked at the City yard
of Elmira, just about four blocks away from them. As
Del arrived at their home, Ida yelled at Del as he was
getting out of his car, “there is a ladder next to Judy
and Garry’s house on the side by the patio.” Del ran
outback of Judy and Garry’s home and climbed the
ladder to the patio roof. He then pulled off the screen
from the window that was open. He climbed through
the window and down the steps to be on the side of
the door where Michael was to hold him to make sure
that his arms would not give out. About ten minutes
later, the firefighters and ambulance arrived around
2:35 p.m. to remove Michael’s head from the door.

After they remove all the glass shards from
around Michael’s head, they removed his head from
the door. They were able to open the door and Judy
was sitting on the floor to the side, Del lifted Michael
from the steps and took him over to his mother and
Judy held Michael close to her and in tears with a
frantic voice she said, “Your OK… Your OK…!” She
kissed him on the head and said, “I am glad that I did
not lose you. I love you!” The paramedics checked
Michael out and by all of their amazement; Michael
did not have any scratches of any kind on his head or
around his neck where the glass shards were. The
paramedics handed Michael back to his mother, then
the paramedics picked up their equipments, and they
left. Judy went into the front room and held Michael
and his sister Tammy close to her, with tears. Del,
cleaned up the broken glass, and Ida stayed with Judy
for a while until Garry made it home from work
around 3:15 p.m. Judy and Garry did not notice
anything different about their son Michael, that is that
Michael was not really Michael. All of the events of
Michael dieing that day were removed by those beings
in that invisible starship above the area at the time of
this event happening. They were highly evolved beings
and they knew how to control and to stop time for
they had stopped time for several minutes to clean up
the event of Michael dieing and as Kiazer Wilhelm
placed himself in Michael’s place.

Enters a being from a distant place and
time

At this time, Kiazer Wilhelm began his unique
destiny that was laid out before him as Michael.
Kiazer’s journey begins on earth as being Michael at
the age of two. By the time Kiazer/Michael reached
the age of two and a half years, he took interest in the
star traveling beings that were from other star cultures
within the Milky Way Galaxy.
Michael began to see how the people of earth
were viewing the other life forms that were visiting
this world and how the people of earth viewed these
off world beings. During the many centuries past and
through the 1960’s there had been many people
reporting what has been termed Unidentified Flying
Object (UFO) sightings. Some of the reports were
made into television series such as Project Blue Book in
the year 1968-1969, to explain this UFO phenomenon
away. Other shows were made into movies for
television and the silver screen. In the late 1960’s
came a TV series called Star Trek created by Gene
Roddenberry along with his Star Trek films that
followed.
Kiazer also noticed that during the years
between the1950’s and 1975; various religions and
sectors of the public were saying that any person who
is involved in metaphysics was considered to be
working with the devil and the energies of the super
natural.
When Michael came of the age of five in 1971,
his parents started taking him to church Sunday
school at Christ’s United Methodist Church, and it
was here that Michael was taught about one of the
earth’s religions called Christianity. It was here that

started Michael’s learning’s into the origins of life as
he was taught through the Church. As months and
years went by Michael began to ask questions about
life and about the two so-called beings that are termed
as God and the Devil. He asked why they were called
God and the Devil and he continued to ask about the
past civilizations on earth, to his Sunday school
teacher’s through the years. His Sunday school
teachers answered those questions the best that they
could. However, Michael knew that there was more
than what they were teaching.
As the year 1977 approached, Michael began to
notice a pattern within the many governments along
with the many world religions they were trying to
cover-up and hide the truth from the people about
other life forms, which are about those star beings that
have been amongst the people of Earth for the past
100,000 years and longer.
At the age of eleven in sixth grade, Michael also
took interest in writing and reading ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphs, along with learning about other cultural
beliefs system such as Hindu, Buddha and many other
religious beliefs that are spread across Earth.
On May 25, 1977 a completely new approach
to this higher spiritual awareness was presented in a
film that also combined vast starships, aliens, humans
and psychic powers. For the first time in this modern
age, the public began to view psychic ability
differently, including Michael, as he watched this
particular film. This film was George Lucas's third
film released on May 25, 1977 called ‘Star Wars IV: A
New Hope’. Michael witnessed how this helped the
public begin to understand psychic ability. Shortly

after the next two Star Wars films were released, the
public was more spiritually involved in their
understanding of the messages of these films.
In the early 1980's, some of the population
around the Earth that had been negatively viewing
those who were spiritually and metaphysically aware
began to see things differently and were beginning to
accept them, to some degree.
It was at this time that about a quarter of the
people of Earth started to shift in their understanding
about life and to become aware of their
responsibilities as humans on Earth. People began to
wake up to the understanding of all life in the
Universe that is within every one of us. However, only
few of us had learned how to tap into this knowledge
and we were able to teach how they can awaken this
knowledge within themselves.

